Archie Cochrane, British famous clinical epidemiologist, defined two concepts related to assessing healthcare interventions. Efficacy is the extent to which an intervention does more good than harm under ideal circumstances. Effectiveness assesses whether an intervention does more good than harm when provided under usual circumstances of healthcare practice.[@B1]

Research on efficacy and effectiveness has also been described as explanatory and pragmatic trials. When defining the research question, it must be considered whether one asking a pragmatic or an explanatory question. This will have important implications for study design.[@B2] Pragmatic research assesses whether an intervention works under real-life conditions and whether it works in terms that matter to the patient. Explanatory research assesses whether an intervention works under ideal or selected conditions. The distinction between pragmatic and explanatory research is important because it will determine key methodological issues relating to patient selection, definition of the intervention and controls, use of blinding and placebos, choice of outcome measure, and type of analysis.[@B3]

Efficacy studies are frequently conducted in large tertiary care, referral settings, which tend to have more specialized clinicians and better technical equipment than primary care facilities. For effectiveness trials, settings should reflect the initial care facilities available to a diverse population with the condition of interest. Therefore, populations in primary care may be an adequate subject group for effectiveness studies.[@B4]

The Korean Journal of Family Medicine (KJFM) publishes research and reviews related to primary care, and those related to clinical and epidemiological health services. This means that the KJFM is focused primarily on the publication of effectiveness research. The distinctions between pragmatic and explanatory research pertain to patient selection, definition of the intervention and controls, and choice of outcome measure. Effectiveness research has several characteristics: 1) patient selection should reflect routine practice; 2) the intervention should be provided by normal staff with routine training; 3) the control may therefore be routine practice rather than a placebo; 4) outcome measures are usually patient centered and incorporate broad measures of health-related quality of life.[@B5] The editorial board, reviewer, and authors must all have such an understanding to achieve the aims and scope of the KJFM.
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